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Thank  you
 

 

Kerry C. Dustin – Chair

Richard “Rick” Ruppert – Vice Chair

Robert Patten Burns – Commissioner

Rita Cuddihy – Commissioner

 Terrence Cavanaugh – Commissioner

NAA BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

                                 to former Commissioners Donna M. Messer and Michael Lenhard for their dedication,

commitment and years of service on the board. They have played a critical role in the oversight of our

airport, and were instrumental in shaping the board's vision and foresight to initiate the Noise study in 2018.

 

 

Christopher Rozansky – Executive Director

Justin Lobb – Deputy Director of Aviation

 Ken Warriner – Senior Director of Finance and Administration

Kerry Keith – Senior Director of Development

Barry Brown – Director of Facilities and Maintenance

Byron Gray – Director of FBO Services

Larisa Zadorecky – Director of Human Resources
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On behalf of the Naples Airport Authority Board of Commissioners, it is my pleasure to present the 2022

Naples Airport Authority Annual Report. While responding to another year of increasing popularity of

Naples, 2022 will be most remembered for the devastating impacts of Hurricane Ian. Despite experiencing

up to four feet of storm surge, our team was able to reopen the airport only 48 hours later, to aid the city in

its response. The City's recovery will be ongoing for quite some time.

Quality of life for Naples residents is a top priority, which is why we prioritized the Noise Study since 2018

and continued to work with the FAA to balance residents' priorities with the benefits of the airport. With

more than 100 opportunities for community engagement and 300 noise analyses, we are confident that no

stone has been left unturned in our commitment to noise abatement. We, the Board of Commissioners,

would like to thank the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and Noise Compatibility Committee (NCC), for

dedicating hundreds of hours to a successful study. As promised, I am looking forward to completing the

Noise Study in early 2023 and embarking upon further efforts that may be necessary to ensure that the

airport remains an engaged community partner. 
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 Kerry C. Dustin, NAA Board Chair
 

Leadership Statement

Kerry C. Dustin
NAA BOARD CHAIR

Kerry Dustin



The strength of any organization is its people, and I have been honored to lead our team of dedicated

professionals who passionately serve our customers each day. We successfully recruited and prepared

more employees than ever before to meet the increasing demand for air travel to Naples, with a focus on

safety and service excellence. 

We bolstered numerous Fly Safe Fly Quiet initiatives and worked closely with aircraft operators, several of

which voluntarily committed to reducing their nightime noise impact upon the community. 

Despite volatile fuel prices, inflationary pressures, and a destructive hurricane, the NAA ended the year in a

strong financial position.

We’re also making critical safety improvements, including the Runway 5/23 drainage improvements and air

traffic control tower modernization.  Additionally, as the first and last impression of our community, we

completed the first remodel of our terminal in more than 10 years to ensure our facilities reflect the charm of

Naples. 

Thank you to our Board of Commissioners, customers, employees and partners for all we've accomplished

in 2022. We are reaching for new heights once again in 2023.
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Chris Rozansky, Executive Director

Leadership Statement

Christopher A. Rozansky
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Chris Rozansky
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Hurricane Ian made landfall in Southwest Florida on September 28th, 2022, as a Category 4 hurricane with

winds of more than 155 miles per hour. Coupled with the storm’s slow movement, Naples was inundated

with rain and several feet of storm surge. This impact destroyed many residences, businesses, and wide

swaths of the community. Unfortunately, the airport was not immune to these impacts, taking on over 4 feet

of water which submerged the airfield, forcing it to close. 

The day after the storm passed, dozens of airport employees arrived to clear debris, assess damage, and

begin the process of reopening the airport. Reopening as quickly as possible was not only critical due to the

Airport’s role as a lifeline to the community, but also because the region’s two commercial service airports,

Southwest Florida International Airport and Punta Gorda Airport, were both closed due to storm impacts. 

Within 48 hours of the storm’s passing, the airport resumed daytime operations thanks to the tireless work of

the airport staff. Even though the airfield lighting system was ruined by saltwater, temporary repairs were

completed in time to reopen for night operations a week later. While the entire system will eventually need

to be replaced, the airport’s ability to reopen for day and night operations quickly made it possible for

residents to return quickly. In the aftermath, we welcomed rescue workers, collected thousands of pounds

of relief goods, and assisted in the evacuation of desperate residents and thousands of animals for the

Humane Society of Naples. We were also able to provide water, food and materials to the Harry Chapin

Bank, St. Matthews House, and several other local neighborhoods and organizations. 

We are grateful to our staff and partners for their dedication during relief efforts and we are honored to stand

with our community in its time of need.
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Naples Airport 
Naples Strong



In 2022, the Naples Airport Authority continued its commitment to make engagement with the community a

top priority. We continue to have conversations with our neighbors, community groups and organizations

about their concerns, the importance of the airport, and our goals to keep improving the quality of life for

everyone that calls Naples home. 

The NAA also sponsored and participated in numerous community events throughout the year, including the

City of Naples Trunk or Treat, Iron Joe Turkey Ride, Dream Flights for Korean and Vietnam War veterans, The

City of Naples 4th of July parade, and Flag Day ceremonial retirements.  

This year we also had the opportunity to play a major role in the recovery of our community after Hurricane

Ian. By ensuring that the airport quickly reopened the Collier County Sheriff’s Office and the Collier EMS

Medflight were able to make countless lifesaving flights in the immediate aftermath of the storm.
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Community Partner



After a yearlong, $8 million renovation process, the new General Aviation Terminal (GAT) was completed in

2022. Home to Naples Aviation, the airport’s exclusive fixed-based operator serves passengers and tenants

flying in and out of Naples, providing a first and last impression of the community to our residents and

visitors. The new and improved facility features a costal modern feel with elements indicative of Naples and

the wider Southwest Florida region, allowing the airport to provide additional amenities and services to its

customers.

Renovations included an upgraded lobby, expanded passenger lounge, a marketplace for food and drink,

parking lot improvements, exterior canopies, improved pilot’s lounge and upgraded office space for the

Naples Airport Authority. The terminal improvements were designed by SchenkelShultz Architecture and

built by Owen-Ames-Kimball Co.
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Coastal  Elegance
Service Excellence



The Naples Airport Authority was awarded The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Southern

Region Airports Division Safety Award for its Comprehensive Wildlife Management Program. 

Naples Aviation was named by Professional Pilot Magazine as the 8th best independent fixed-base

operator (FBO) and the 14th best U.S. FBO. 

The Naples Airport Authority was awarded the 2022 Florida Airports Council (FAC) J. Bryan Cooper

Environmental Award for its Comprehensive Wildlife Management Program. 

NAA Executive Director Chris Rozansky was honored with the FAC Vision Award, as an outstanding

leader who exemplifies vision and significantly contributes to environmental standards in aviation. 

Zachary Burch, Communications Manager, was selected as one of National Business Aviation

Association’s Top 40 Under 40. 

Chris Rozansky, Executive Director of the NAA was reappointed to the Board of the National Air

Transportation Association (NATA).

Kerry Keith, the Senior Director of Development, was elected as the 2022-2023 Chairman of the

Florida Airports Council (FAC).

Zachary Burch, Communications Manager, was elected Vice Chair of the FAC Noise Abatement and

Community Affairs Committee.

Barry Brown, Director of Operations and Maintenance, was elected Vice Chair of the FAC Facilities
Committee.

The Naples Airport, through the dedication of its staff and industry leading initiatives, continues to be a

leader in the aviation industry.

 The airport was recognized by its peers several times in 2022:
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Awards and Accolades
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Naples Airport
FY 22 By the Numbers

360
 BASED

AIRCRAFT

SINGLE ENGINE 

MULTI ENGINE

JET

HELICOPTER

221

36

85

18

$10m
 INVESTED IN  NOISE

PROGRAMS SINCE 2000

14th
 BEST

US FBO

8th
 BEST

INDEPENDENT FBO

98.5%
 VOLUNTARY NIGHTIME

CURFEW COMPLIANCE

122,281
OPERATIONS

~200,000
PASSENGERS

$781m
 FDOT ESTIMATED ANNUAL

ECONOMIC IMPACT 
Including nearly $1.5m spent on

the current noise study



In 2022, the Naples Airport Authority (NAA) continued making progress on the Part 150 Noise Study

and is nearing completion in early 2023. The Part 150 study is a federally regulated two-phase

process designed to evaluate aircraft noise impacts and identify alternatives to improve noise

abatement. Phase 2 of the study, the Noise Compatibility Program (NCP), will identify and evaluate

potential noise mitigation and abatement alternatives to address community concerns. 

We provided countless opportunities for public input throughout the year, worked closely with

local officials, and the Noise Compatibility Committee (NCC) and Technical Advisory Committee

(TAC) considered over 120 recommendations. As these measures are evaluated for potential

inclusion in the NCP, it is important to note that to be approved by the FAA each measure must

reduce impacts to noncompatible land uses.
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Noise Study



The NCP will ultimately result in recommendations for an implementation plan that could include

changes to runway usage, arrival and departure altitudes and procedures, as well as programmatic and

land use changes. This plan will be submitted to the FAA for review and approval of individual noise

abatement recommendations and policies. This is especially important since the FAA maintains complete

jurisdiction over all matters of airspace and flight procedures.

The NAA continues to encourage and prioritize public engagement throughout the remainder of the

study. Since the beginning of the study, there have been over 100 presentations to the City Council,

airport committees, civic groups and neighborhood associations. There will be additional opportunities to

review data, talk to subject-matter experts, have questions answered, and review and provide feedback

on the draft NCP before its submission to the FAA in early 2023. NAA staff is also available to present to

neighborhoods, community groups and organizations. 
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Noise Study

FALL 2022 WINTER 2022/2023 SPRING 2023

Complete Final NCP Report and 
submit to FAA for review and findings
FAA has a 180-day review period to 
issue findings

Present potential measures to TAC and NCC
Brief City Council
Prepare Draft NCP Report

Finalize Draft NCP Report and release for public comment
Conduct Open Houses and Public Hearing

Feedback and input is gathered from stakeholders throughout  the Part 150 Study process:

PART 150 STUDY COMPLETION TIMELINE



The Naples Airport Authority remains committed to promoting and educating tenants, pilots, and

customers about the importance of the Fly Safe Fly Quiet (FSFQ) Program and made bold moves in 2022

to enhance the program and promote increased compliance.

The Fly Safe Fly Quiet Program was initially launched with a voluntary curfew, aimed at reducing airport

related noise during ‘quiet hours’ between 10 pm and 7 am. 
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Fly Safe Fly Quiet 

Publishing top curfew violator information
New communication outlets and collateral materials
After hours service fees
New tenant and lease documents
Enhanced on-site messaging
FSFQ wi-fi landing page
FSFQ flight planning home page
Pilot and passenger handouts
Live flight tracking tool
Noise abatement staff

New Fly Safe Fly Quiet Initiatives introduced
in 2022 included:

As we continue into 2023, the NAA is committed to increasing awareness of this campaign to reduce

noise impacts through new and innovative ways of communicating with pilots, passengers, and the

public.



In 2022, the Naples Airport Authority launched new social media profiles on Facebook and Instagram.

Through these platforms, the NAA has been able to share important news and information plus interact

with tenants, stakeholders, and the public in new and exciting ways.

The NAA has also remained active on LinkedIn to share news and updates on ways that staff and tenants

are supporting the community and the aviation industry, as well as information on career opportunities at

the airport.

Over the year, our social media audience has grown to nearly 2,000 combined users. The NAA will

continue to work on new and interesting content  to connect with users and maximize reach.

Everyone is encouraged to follow the Naples Airport on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn to get the

latest news and information about the airport and FBO.

6220

5623

2521
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Social  Media

@naplesairport 

@naplesairportapf

Naples Airport Authority 

FOLLOW US

5821

3325

https://www.facebook.com/Naples-Airport-104714542110947
https://www.linkedin.com/company/naples-airport-authority
https://www.instagram.com/naplesairportapf/
https://www.facebook.com/Naples-Airport-104714542110947
https://www.facebook.com/Naples-Airport-104714542110947
https://www.instagram.com/naplesairportapf/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/naples-airport-authority
https://www.linkedin.com/company/naples-airport-authority

